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-*INTRODUCTION .

The global exPansion of modern diving is a triumph of mankind over
.

pressure. Every diver who enters the water must adjust to an alien atm0--

sphere; During descent, pressure.on the diver's body increases with every

foot of, depth. InerZ breathing gas is rapidly absorbed into thetissue.

Upon ascent., with diminished pressure, excess gas is released by the body,

With potentially serious complicatj ons
t

for the diver. Because of the hyper-.

baric (above - normal)'. pressure, divers must rely completely on life-support-

ing systems and on the competence and reliability oftthe persons who help to

-operate, monitor, maintain, and repair them.

Commercial diving is uniquely hazardous because the di,ier has.a job to

perform. Getting safely to the bottom is only the beginnAg - once down,

there mdy be long hours of hard, dirty work in cold, rough water with lit-

. tle visibility. The exact length of most jobs as not known until they are

finished, but they may ,last from a feW hours to many months4; Divers may

perform a variety of operations: inspection, photography, construction, de-

1 molition, cutting or welding, salvage, pipe-fitting;the list could go on

and on. Major contractors acceptbnly applitantS who have graduated from

either a commercial or a militaryeep sea diving school.

With all the potential for danger,risolation, disorientation, andthe

possibility of enfanglement,trench collapse, and falling opjects, commer-

-cial diving nevertheless continuos to thrive. Theprofessional:continue to

don the intricate gear and assemblies that will' eep'them alive pt depth,

&

r

antiAown they go, again and pin. ,

This module'prdvides a brief orientation to Safety considerations for

commercial diving. It is not intended as a statement of.relevant OSHA sten-
/.

dards-in their entirety, a.comp_lete ,Safety manual, or a.book.of diving in-

structiorls; rather, it is hoped that/the student will gain an appreciation

for the complex safety'factors .inhexent in commercial d4ing.
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OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, the student should be able,to:

1. Name 10 physical requirements of divers. (Page 3)
, .

,

2. Describe the requirements for medical exams for diving personnel.

(Page 5)

3. List five injuries incurre0,by divers and explain preventive measures

for each. (Page 6) '

4., Name three physical condititns that should prevint a diver from enter-
\

ing the water. (Page 11)

5. Deiscribe three types of breathing apparatus. (Page 11)

6. Discuss protective'cothing foc'divers and describe situations where

each isiused. (Page 15)

7. is fourquestions that should be answered before/a diver considers

taking a particular job. (Page.19)

8. Dicuss equipment that should be checked upon arrival of job site.

(Page 20)

9. Name the equipmenethat should be inspected before entering water.

(Page 22)

1 I
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SUBJECT MATTER

9

OBJECTIVE 1: Name 10 physical requirements of divers'.

The primary prerequilitefor divers is very good health and mental sta-

bility. Each candidate should be medically screened againSt a set of physi-

cal requiremen/A. Some OSHAstandards irohibit diying for people. with 'cer-

tain specific(disabilit4es.'

Oral hygiene should be estaOlished, through a dental check-up, h X-
-.

rays and inspection of gumi acd-inner walTs.ofthe mouth. Cavities should-

be very compactly filled to avoid the possibility of toothache while div-

ipg. If a tooth has an air pocket beneath a. filling or inlly, the pressure

increaseican causelexcruciating'ir pain.

Vision should be adequate for all normal purposes, Kut in diving, re-
,

`,quireMents will vary faom job to Sob. Color-blindness snoUld lgrouwid a diver

lor an operation involving signal flags, but would not preveritliim orher,

kom kandLing a ]ow- visibility assignment. Divers must frequently work in

visibility conditios of less than 10 feet.

Chronic disorders of the ears must be ,corrected before the student'is.

all wed to dive. Blockage of the eustachian tubes that lead to the ear

drOm can &use extreme *pain dUring descent, poksibly followed by ,rupture of
*

the drum. Reniere's ctisease of the inner ear, dizziness, or chronic in/Oil- #

ity-O equalize middle ear pretsdre will restrict or prohibita person's'

chanies of diving. -
F

, . .

-Nose and throat conditions'svch as rhinitis (inflammation of nasal mu-

cobs MeitiWbrane with Oost.nase driog into the throat) are considered suspect

in a pOtintial diver. 'Chronic rhfnitts i'nterfer'es with'cl#earing of the mid-

dle ear!or.linuses. Laryngiils can- lead to choking. Any noseithroat prob-

lem that doe's not-resoond to medita) treatment may 'disqualify a person from .

diying.

Lun4S_Ousf be XLraYed for evidinCes of damage: Enlarged lymph nodes at

4 the root of:tbe Tung s4gge4t soMe-'serious*disorder 'requiring medical iffves-

t

4 ,
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tigation. .A bleb (enlarged air pocket just under the surface of ;he lungs)
4- k

represents another hazard: it may rupture without warning, resulting in

collapse of thb lung. Either of the,foregoing conditions can rule out di,.4-

ing. Cystic or cavitary disease, chronic asthma, emphyiema, or bronChitis

can also bar a person'from a diving career.

The cardiovascular system keeps the heart beating and the blood ciFcu-

- labing through the body. The condition of the heart/arterial function

_should be medically determined by an EKGs(electrocardiogram). If abnormal-

ities show up, such as heart block, valvular disease, skipping heartbeat.,

angina, the candidate may be disqualified.- tther,prohibitive'factors could

be chronically high blood pressure and history of stroke.

The gastrointestinal system should function adequately. .While diling,

howe4era "normal" person may sometimes feel bloated, or suffer mcirecseri-

oui pain and cramping followed by fainting-/S Swallowed or trapped air in the

:stomach expands on ascent, and if not released becomes uncomfortable and po-

tentially harmful. Eating gassy foods prior to, diving,swallowinTair or ' -

chewing gum duping the dive are to_be avoided. Tentorary bowel or stomach

upsets will' ground the diver until recovery. Chronic gastrointestinal dis-

orders rule out a diving career.
.1

The genitourinary system must be free of organ' damage caused-by al'co -.

hol, drugs, or disease. Under hyperbaric pressure, many ailments:are sub-,

jetted to additional stress. Kidney, bladder, and ure,hra should)be.cheCked

du'ring the medical. examination: Diabetics on perpetual insulin therapy

should not attempt to,Anter commercial diving, eventhoughtmany well-con-
,

trolled diabetict are able to participate in skin=divimg. Generally speak-

tng, anyone who must be regularly medicated (for any reason)by antihista-
,

mines, steroids, barbiturates, or mood-altering /rugs. is better off on dry

land.
Skin diseases may be bad news for prospectiye divers because,pf the

enielopin4 diving dress - it.is an *nvitation to the outbreak of itching

rashes that a diver would not be able to relieve at the bottom orthe sea.

Persons with chronically recurring ten-disease, or with allergies leading

to hivesand other eruptions,' may be restricted from a living career.

Page '4/SH-43
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Pressure equalization, as,used in diving, 1s. the process of equalizing

the'pressure difference between the middle ear and the body of water you

happen tb be in.' Ability ;o equalize varies with the individual. Failure

to equalize can result in some unpleasant symptoms - dizziness, ringing in

the ears, even hearing loss: 'Sometimes the eustachian tubes become so'

blocked that thg inner ear is affected and may rupture under the unequal

pressure Onner ear bends"). Since the inner ear controls ecuilibrium, full

vertigo can result as well. Suchblockages prohibit diving.if they cannot

be relieved.

Oxygen,telerance is a highly individual matter. A diver can become

toxic when breathing highconcehtrations of oxygen under increased presiure

for'a prolonged time. Symptoms range from nausea, dizziness, and visual

disturbanCes to nuMbness'and convulsion's. Except for headache and 1.istlessl,

ness, symptoms usually uisappear when air is substituted for oxygen and the

partial pressure is reduced.

IIOBJECTIVE 2: Describe the requirements for medical exams

for diving personbel.

ACTIVITY 1:*

List at least three chronic physical disorders that could

disqualify a person from diving.

1.

2.

3.

I

vi

The employer in a commercial operation must determine'that all membe s

of a diving team who' may be exposed to pressure through diving are physi-

cally fit to do so. These employees must o a medical examination

ti

. *Answers to Activities appear on 23".

SH-43/Page 5



before their first diving operations with the employer, or must obtain the
, 4-

results of a medical exam given wjthin the past yekr. Besides an initial

medical check-up,annual Ohysfcips should be adminiStered tO Aivers. In

certain types of diving, a checklup is advisable every sik months. If a

diver becomes ill or iS,injured, and is hospitalized for more than 24 hours

as a result, medical fitness for diving must be re-establishedethrough a

checkup. Initial physicals are paid for by.the employer, although free

lan ivers may have to pay for their own physicals. Employers are not

requi ed to pay for subsequent physical examinations..

The medical exao should include chest X-rays, EKG, visual acuity and

color blindness tests, herring test, hymocrif or hemoglobin count, sickly

cell indei, white blood count, and urinalysis.

ACTIVITY 2:

1. Name tests that should be included in a diving

medical examination. 1

? How often should medical exams be administered for

most divers?

4

OBJECTIVE 3: List five injuries incurred by divers

and explain medical emergency provisions required of

employers.

Most injuries.in commercial diving are due to some type of industrial

accident during work in the depths. 'Other common and, potentially hazardous

'injuries Ore detailed in this section.

The employer must be prepared for emergencies at the dive site and is

required to keep on location the telephone numbers'por call numbers of the

'following sa4Oces'of emergency aid:

An operational decompression chamber.

Page 6/SH-43



a
Accessible hospitals.

Avlilable means,of transportation.

..Thellearest CoastGuard ReScue Coordination Center.

A first alga kit appropriate to the Riving operAtion and approved by a physi-

clan must be prov)ded, as.well as a standard first aid handbook (Red Cross

or equivalent), and a bag-type manual,resuscitator. In addition, all dive

team members must be triinedin CPR (cardiopulmonary resuscitation) and

first aid, and have experience or training 'in diving operations and emer-

gency procedures.

Air embolism is one.of the most serious complicationsithat'can occur in

diving. The,term means, literally, that an air bubble has entered 'into the

heart/arteria1.4circulatory system. Rupture of,the alveoli walls (air sacs

in the lungs) forces air into the diver's bloodstream. .Blood vessels become

plugged by air bubbles entering the circulatory system directly,from the

luhgs. This cOnditidn is ckmed by over-prissurizatioft within the lungs,

and,may'result from any of the following practices:

Too rapid an ascent.

Holding one's breath during ascent.

Diving while'exftriencipg a cold or lung disorder.

Symptoms of air embolism. usually occur aler surfacing - within sec-

onds and up to five minut . Symptoms may include weakness,' dizziness, pa-
.

ralysis of arms and leg visual disturbance, chest pains, and convulsions.

Sometimes bloody froth at the mouth appear, ardthe end result is uncon-

-76ciousness. Air embolism must be treated immediately. .

Any diver who is unconscious upon surfacing should be suspected ofrhav-

ing air embolism, and immediately effortsishould be made to get medical

aid. These precautionary measures can help divers to avoid air embolism:

' Do not ascend at a rate faster than 60 feet per minute.

Do not'hold breath during ascent: breathe normaliy.

Exhale continously wen making 'free asce4t.",?

Never dive when suffering a respiratpry disorder.

Nosebleed-usually originates from the inner ear or nasal sinuses. Too rapid

a dive or overly strenuous efforts to equalize pressure can bring on

SH-43/Page 7
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bleeding.EvenwithnomedicaLtomplications, a beginner may experience

some nasal'bleedi-ng during the first few dives.

Barr4ng complicatidns, revoery from nosebleed is spontaneous. A doc-

tor may be consulted, and nose drops.or nasal spray may be prescribed'as a

preventive measure. Always observe the correct descension/ascension rates. 4

Make surethat your diving dress it properly inflated.
,

Squeeze is a term ased,whenpressure,is greater on one part of the body

than on any other part. Bleeding from the lungs (rupture of the lung, tis-

sue.) is one symptom' of squeeze. SqUeeze 67n be caused by these inforrect

practices: , . A
.

.
6.

Too deep a destentAurfhg skin diving.

Holding breath upon descent when using,scuba.

,.Faulty inflation of the ding dress.

Internal'ear squeeze (hemorrhage within the tympanic membrane and mid-

dle ear) is caused by a difference in pressure on each of the eardrums.

Inability to clear the ears and equalize
,

the pressure may be due to ihexpe-

rience but iusually the result of inflammation and/or excess tissue growth

in the eustachian tubes which lead to the eardrums (Figure 1)

The blockage will cause extreme pain-in the ears during descent. There

may be sudden relief if the eardrum `ruptures, only to be followed by bleed-,

ing into the eardrum or middle space, and spitting up of blood. DO NOT try

first aid on the stricken diver - seek professional medical.'he)p at once!

The diver must avoid pressure changes until the rupture is completely

,, healed. (Aly then is'it safe to attempt anot dive.

To avoid internal tear squeeze, you should take these measures:

Equalize ear pressure prior to diving. and during descent (move jaws,

blow gently against closed nostrils).

Never dive with a head,cold or infection. Either cendition'can
block-the eustachian tubei - they must-be kept open to comfensate
for pressure-change.

1 ,
.

External ear squeeze-may be caused by the use of ear plugs during a ',

dive, if air becomes trapped between plug and eardrum. Another contributing

factor is the sealintover of the external ear by the hood of your wet or

dry suit. Miring desCent, there may be pain in or on the ear, even after

6

Page 8/SH-43
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cleari7g 7-a painqUite similar tqthat of middle ear squeeze. In sukh

cases, a doctor shiluld be seen and'pressureavoided until the.damage

These are. the 6recautipiis alainSt external ear squeeze:

Neveruseear plugs when diving.

'Allow air or water (depending on the type of suit) to Water the hood

1
and preveht squeeze.

Exhaustion can occurs when a diver tries to ork beyond a certain capac-%

ity. In thlis,condition, the diver expetience4 a feelirig of suffocation, an

inabIlitystO breathe deealy enough. for'cOmfort.-Exhaustion:may be due to
.

overexertiqn, or poor physical condition. Fatigue, weakness'r and labored

^breathing-Characterize this state. When eka4ted, the Over Mayelegelop * ,
NA

extreme anxiety and ,a, tendency toward, panic. The appropriate treatment
..

is -
\

4 c
rest. To avoichexhaustion in thellwater, these guidelines should be kept in

milhd: .

Know and respect your physical,limilations''.
.

,-i'l

Kiow the limitatimis or your equip ent. '

Train in order'tp eliminate panic ;(under any circumslcVs).

SH,43/Page 6
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Compressed air.illnesS,or bends, is #.serious condition which results

from inadequate decompression. When pressure is released too rapidly, iner,t,

gaS bubbles of nTArogen or helium are formed.. This excessive amount Of gas
,

in the bolt' tissues can result in'local pain, dizziness, shortness of

breath, extreme fatigue, paralysis, .collapse, ancLunconsCiousness. The vic -

tim of, bends should be immediately treated .by recompression.

Depending on'their individual tolerances, divers using N2 mixtures may

Teel A narcotic effect, known as'nitroden narcosis, whenithey are, at and be-,

low 99 feet. In this condition, the diver may experience a physical an6
.

thatslowdown, and difficulty in concentration similar to that undergone
.

with alcohol, intoxication. The diver may develop a blissful state of eupho.s

ria bUt be unable to perform'the simplest task.

Carbon monoxide poisoning is a toxic condition resulting from displace-,

ment'of oxygen in the blood by carbon monoxide (CO)i. CO,toxiiity is a pe-

,:rennial problem for divers. The gas may be present )nr7their compressed air
*

-tanks or surface air supply due to the entrance of engine exhaust into the

air intake manifold. Improper lubrication of air compressors is another

4kfactori: 'ircylindeCtempeuture becomes hiqt-enough it can cause 4rtial

combustion of the Tube oil.

In a CO intoxication condition, divers may develop headaches,'nausea,

- dizziness, and confusion. The air may,"taVe bad." Lips and fingernail

beds turn cherry red., A sufficient degree of toxicity Will.caiuse uncon.

ilcilbsness.

.1 f
r.

'7

ACTIVITY 3:

List five diving injuries and name easures to prevent

them other than correct descension/ascension rates.

PagielO/SH -43 4
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OBJECTIVE 4: . Name _three physical conditions that

should prevent.a diver from entering the water.

.0
°

II

Even perfect physical specimen will sometires deve op a tern rary
6

illness.i'With a cold or anm0,1/sinds condition, with a sore thro t, a

minor bowel or stomach upset, and particularly with any kind of ear prob-

lem, DO NOT DIVE.

d" A precautionary word about drinking and diving they do not" :/ mix.

Alcohol, like CO and N2, is a toxic poison which takes time to dissipate.

- NEVER dive immediately following a celebration! Sleep it off and waft for

another day. Many drugs, even some over - the - counter medicines, have an

effect on ihe diver's alertness and awareness. Diving should not be under-

taken by persons who are under,the influence of drUgs that (impair mental or
t

physical functioning. ,

. 1k

ACTIVITY 4:

(Fill in the blanks.)

Three "tempoiary physical/conditions that should prevent a

diver from entering the water are:

1.

2:

3.
I

t

OBJECTIVE 5: Describe three types of breetthing'appara-

_

Of`all'the, protective equipment required by a diver, the breathing air

supply is4ifamount. There are three basic types of breathing apparatus,

each requlring.its own specific equipment, procedures, and techniques:

1 4

-

SH-43/Pa0 11
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, Scuba - self2contained compressed air.
i.'

Surface-supplied compressed:air - standard divibg gear.
.....--

*% Mixed gas - a combination of oxygen rebreaROng apparatus and
oxygen/nttrogen gear. .

r

.
.

In 'all diving operations described her?, the term "tending" refers to

the monitoring of the diver by 'another person who stays in communication

with the diver, and ready.to assist the diver if necessary. The tender

brings out'the diver.'s equipment from storage, prepares it and assists ti..._____,

diver in donning the gear. When the diver goes into the water, th4 tender
.

in surface-supplied diving holds the

safety and air lines and communicates

through an intercom system or hand

signals. In scuba diving, tenders rarely

communicate with the divers.

A scuba diver,'equipped drith open

circuit - contained air, .Figure 2, is inde-

pendent of the surface for the duration of

the air supply. The scuba mode, though

popular with sports divers,'has its limit

titions with regard'to commercial require.-

ments. If your air should run out at.a

critical point in the job, you would have

to resurface and start all over again.

There is rarely any means of voici commu-

hication with, those on the surface, the

diver need a "buddy" in constant visual

Figure 2. SW-contained air. contact. As there is. frequently 1 -ittle

visibility in the depths, you would more
1

than likely have to be tended from the surface. A standby diver must be

available as well when a scuba diver is in the water.

It is almost impossible to predict how long a job may take, and carry-

ing exta)air is more expensive than using a surface-supplied tectInique to

begin with.' As a result of these4imitAtions, scuba has a very minor role

ih copmerctal diving.

15 tPage 12/SH-43
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In suOface-supplied compressed airAping, the essentials come down

from above: air, 2 -way telephone'coolikbicatjol;_instructions, information,

r d rescue. A complex system of
-

lines and hoses, collectively called

the umbilical, affords contact...at all

Figure :3". A fixed buoyancy
manipulator bell.

times between dive location and diver

,,as well as between diveri and bell, or

between bell and location.

According to OSHA standards,

surface-supplie0 divers should not

exceed a depth of 190 feet unless the

bottom time'is 30 minutes or less.

In that event,, the diver may go to

220 feet. Beyond these limits, air

diving is considered unsafe because

the-danger of nitrogen narcosis.

A decompression chamber must be

ready for usemt the dive location

when operations requirle diving deeper

thtn 10d-feet, making mixed gas

dives or*decompression dives. A

, bell (Figure 3) is necessary for /

divers having= an inwaterdecompres-
.

s'ion time of more than two hourS. Other uses for the bell include

transportation to and froMithe 6nderwater work area and temporary refuge

duririg operations, particularly im.the case of an injured diver.

. Separite dive'team members tend each diver in the water, and a standby.

diver oust be available as.well. For, heavy-gear diving, below 100 feet, or

decompression dives, the standby should have access to an extra breathing

hose ready for use in an 'emergency.

There mu It be on-site d primary breathing gas supply sufficient to sup-

port all divers for the duration of the dive, inclUding"the dtcompression
4 ,

interval. 'Diver-carried gas - reserves are provided for each team member, In

addition, a reserve breathing as supply is maintained at the dive location.

SH-43/Page 13
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For the duration of any dive, an inWaterplatform or ladder must be

A rigged and tended to assist divers'as theyienter or leave the water. Often

they must enter/exit under extremely hazardous conditions, such .as rough or

cold seas.

Miied-gasiving is a diving operaticp in which the diver is supplied

in the water with a breathing gas other than air. In the.mixed-gas mode,

the diver is urface-supplied mith oxygeri rebreathing apparatus and a

mixture of oxygen/nitrogen-(or of He02, or of all three). Mixed-gas diving

shoufd.be condbcted only under certain conditions:

Wheh a decompresOonAchamber (Figure 4) is ready,fpr use at the

dive 46cation (because of.the greater risk of decompression sickness).
,\

When arbell is used at; depths greater than 220 feet.

When the dive involves an inwatefr decompression time of more than

two hours.

When a closed bell is used at or below 300 feet.

dor

Figure 4. A decompretsion chamber.

Other OSHA requirements of mixed-gas iiviqp, arethe same as those-for

surface-supplied air diving.-

Page 14/SH-43
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ACTIVITY 5:

List 'the three types of breathing apparatus, and.describe

the function depth and limttations of each.

2.

3.

vq

,OBJECTIVE 6: Discuss protective clothing for eve s and

describe situations where each is used.
/.

.4

The j6ar a diver wears will vary-from job to job, dependjAg/mpon these

factors:
dr

The nature of the work'.

The mode of diving.

The depth of the dive. ''
The water temperature and othet water conditios.

the conditions of the bottom.
4

The duration of the dive.

A distinction is made between heavy geara4-1...iaht gear. Heavy gear is

.
often used for diveref:long duration, such as in welding and rigging.

Light gear is generally more appropriate foP,shorter divep where morema-

neuverablity is-desirepoor when the diver is using A dry habitat in the wa-

ter. '(A dry habitat is a chamber in which the diver can ryt and recuper-

ate, wait, etc.).

oceari..flOor is full oC booby traps for divers: jagged coral to

snag a lffe-line; falling rocks to be dodged; slippery marine life (Fig-
, .

ure 5). A stilt /clay mud bottom makes walking very,difficult. Divers can

Iv sink up to their knees in the loose, sticky mixture; The slightest movement

.Wiffistir up the bottom and create conditions of zero visibility.

Routinely, a diver wears vulcanized rubber boots or fins for protection

from bottom debris. GlOves are necessary_for prevention of hand injuries.

I S

I
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Figure 5. Marile !ife can create diving hazatds.

They may be standard rubber gloves, or.colaton work gloves of sufficient

strength to survive barnacles, spliriters, and scrap metal.

wetsuit or exposure suit (Figure 6) forr holding at is worn next to

the body, often under- coverallsrthatr minimize the wetsuit.damageato

A,dry'suit comes all in one piece: neck; arms, legs,and headgear.

The dry suit acts as a buoyancy compensator and:must have its own exhaust

valve if,directluonnected to helmet or th4ske When tsed in scuba diving,'

any buoyancy compensator" must have an icilatiOn sburce separate from the

breathing gas supply, according to OSHA standards. Scuba divers must also

)have a floatation device capable of keeping them in 0 face-up Position-at

the surface. Fins may be worn as appropriate, usually for 44 'work that

requires raveling in the water. 4

Each diver. must wear a safety harness which 'has

A foot-proof buckltng device.

Page 16/SH-43
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.An *attachment pO't.for, ihejlumbiTical,'to prevent strain on mask
or helmet. I ,

4-- 4 r

A liTting'point a *hich.the afety line's pull force will be evenly. '

distriylitedover the diver's body,. ,

1.

1

;

but noT to flow back out, of return. It is -
. . V

the most important valve in a diver's line.

The above (OSHA) standards apply equilly tr
-gathe mixeds of diving.

A diver using_ light-weight gear(Fig-

ure 8) must wears safety harness, weight

belt, light-weight face Mask with asso-

Head gear may be a 'face mask (Figure

7), a helmet, a hard-hat, or a rubber hood,

accorling to the circumstances of the dive.

In surfaceiumilied air diving, masks

- and /o'r' heliets must have an exkaus't valve

and a oonreturn valve located at the attach-

ment point J;etween:helmet/maSk and the gas

supply hose. These valves must close easily
1

and conclusively:

The'exhaust valve autoMa tally bai-

ances the air pressure in the helmet and

makes it possible for the diver to change

the buoyancy of some diving rigs. The non-

,return.valVe allows air/to enter the helmet

Olated valves and conhections,.diving dress, .

"Catisisting of wet or dry suit, gloves, .

Figure 6i A diving wetsuit. shoes, 'or' fins, ankle weights, watch, and

04.fe. ,

A diver using heavy'gear must wear helevio and breastplate (Figure 9)

with associated valves and connections, weight belt, difoing dress that en-.

closes the body (except for head and hands) in a tough, waterprObf cover,

life line, gloves, knife, helmet Cusiiio ; and lead-bottomed weighted shoes

e
(

4

ti

1 S
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of 24 lbs each. The diver may wear metal ankle weights attached.'t6 the

shoes by straps in lieu of weighted shoes.

Figure 7. Commercial 'diving gear.

A helmet may have a telepho recess, with an air "gooseneck" attach-

ment at the back of the helmet; br astplate is secured to the.diving dress

by strips. A jockstrap passed betw the legs holds the belt in place and

keeps helmet from floating off the diver's shoulders.

Figure 8. Light-weight
diving gear.

Page 18/SH743'
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Figure 9. Diving helmet
and breastplate.
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ACTIVITY 6:

Hame'four itemsof Oroteotive gear that should be worn

by a diverusthg heavy gear.,

V 2.

I i

3.

4.

06JECT:IVE 7: List four quAstions that should be answered

)before a diver considers taking a par*kculari job.

All dive team members host have either experienqe or training in the

usi of the tools, equipment, systems, the techniques, operatiohs and

emergency procedures relevant to both the task and the diving mode. Each

,memPer should also have tied training in cardiopulmonary resunitation and

first aid.

A great deal o f preplannina is necessary before a dive actually takes

place. PrOspective members of the dive team should,te briefed aslo the

folowing:

The diving mode to be used.

The depth at which they must w6rk.

The equipment needed for the dive.

The type of work to be done:.

The tools to be used.

If a diver is in doubt about any of the job requirements, if he or she

is temporarily ill, or simply inexpellienced in some phase of the operation,

then it is wise ,to refuse to take part in the diveNo diver is oblige d to

participate in a give, and employers are often the first to agree.

OSHA requires that a pesonbe designated by the employer to oversee
.

all safety and health aspects of the dive. Because.diving is such .a high-

risk occupation, this person should have knowledge of the physiological as

well as psychological stresses involved.

2^

-t
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ACTIVITY 7:

Name four items of predive information that a diver

Should ask about before signing on for a job.

1. :
7

2.

3.

4.

OBJECTIVE Si scuss equthment4thatishould be checked

arrival. at the .site. ,

Faulty equipment can cost lives! Upon arrilZfal at e site, every item

involved in the dive should be thoroughly tested.'

Air compressor systems, as illustrated in Figure 10, that are used to

supply divers must be equipped with a volume tank that has a check valve on

the inlet side (to prevent .loss of air if compressor ails), a presSUre*

..>
gage, a relief alve, and a drain

valve (to drain water from the volume

tank). Air compressor intakes must.

be located away from exh'eust or other

contaminants (OSHA). -The system must

be inspected feature by feature: the

oil, fuel, and battery water should

be checked. The,engnes should be

started and stopped to make sure that

they run well. %co.

The bell-handling'mechanism, if

it is to 6e-used, must pass rigid in-

spection. Spfrcial attention must be

given to the diver's'exhaust'and non -

return valves; to their air hoses

.

)

2,?

Figure 10t Air compressor
system.-
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and telephone' lines. OSHA requires that each diver' depth-time profile

must be monitored ty a depth gage which can be read at the dive location.

Scuba divers who have 'no eommuniciltion with the surface carry their own

gage.

There must be alkfieck of 111 tools to be used in the operation, includ-.

iing underwater flashlights. Certain emergency tools are to be IL aside to

be sent down with the standby diver who must be available at the locationto

assist any member, of the team; they are 12" crescent wrench; 12" pipe

wrench, #4 hammer, and underwater flashlight. '

Hapd-held power tools must be de-energized before put into or retrieved

frdm the water, and they'should not be supplied with power from the dive,

site .except as requested by the diver. For welding and burning operations,

insulated gloves are required and must be inspected (OSHA).

A functioning decompression chamber should be available and read for

instant use if dives are to be deeper than 100 feet. The decompression

chamber must be checked before each dive to see that all equipment is work-

ing properly.
16

The tender must also set up and test the diving phones and is required,

when the chamber is in use, to remain constantly beside the chamber and near

the phones.

Other necessary equipMent includes the Red Cross handbook on first aid;

-a first aid kit for diving, capable of use under hyperbaric presure; and a

bag-type manual resuscitator with transparent mask and tubing. These items,

too, 'Should be safety-tested (OSHA standards).

ACTIVITY 8:

Name three pieces of equipment to be inspected predive;

name the items to be inspected on each piece.

) 1.

2.

3.

a

2
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OBJECTIVE 9: Name the equipthent that;should be inspected

before entering the water.
'

Just befoili the dive takes place, there should be inspection of every

device that concerns-a diver's personal 'safety. The breathing gas supply

system, including reserve gas, needs particular attention.

Masks, helmets, and thermal protection must be guaranteed secure. Con-

trol valves of helmets 'should be opened to bleed off air in the hose! All

clatps, bucl4es, release feature, and joinings of the harness/safety-belt

rig should be tested; tenders should double-check life lines.

An operational two-way voice communication system must be used between

each surface-supplied air (or mixed-gas) diver and a member of the team who

remaio at the dive location. It is

extremely important for this system to

operate without fault. Once in the

water, the diver must depend on sur-

face-supplied information that i§ often

vital. There must be, in addition, a

two-way communication system (not nec-

essarily voice) available for obtaining

emergency aid (OSHA requirements

Make sure that the divers carry

their accgiories: flashlights (Fig-

ure 11), Watches, and knives. A diving

Figure 11. A diver's flashlight. knife is an ingenious protective

tool. One side of it is a saw; the

other a blade. When not in use, the knives are placed in the sheath, which

has a ring on the back so that the knife may be secured to thediver by a

piece of line. I #.-the knife should fall, it -can be pulled back up rather

than disappear into the depths. A knife is sometimes essential for cutting

oneself loose in the event of entanglements; for cutting rigging, for minor

sawing, and for other odd jobs.
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Wind all underwater stopwatches and Jet them run for half pan -hour

befOre the dive begins. Check to see that the watches remain .synchronized -

never issue one that has malfunctioned.
.

. A timekeeping device to monitor the diver's depth and downtime must be

"kept at levery dive location.

Unique hazardshazards (strong currents, no visibility, treacherous bottom,.

jagged rocks, frigid wa r) must be identified and provided for. Sometimes:s

t%rhazards are caused by oth diving activity in the area, or diving takes
,.../

place near a busy shipping lane.. In these cases, OSHA requires that ybu

attempt tb coordinate your operations with those ofother parties involved.

ACTIVITY 9:

Of the equipment which"shouldbe inspected predive,

name the items you consider most vital.

REFERENCES

tl.S.-Dept: of Labor: Questions and Answers About the OSHA Standards for

cOmmerciarDivitg Operations. Washington, DC:OSHA, 1979.

.. General Industry. Revised November .7, 1978. (29 CFR 1910).

U.S. NavY, U.S. Navy Diving Manual.

ANSWERS TO ACTIVITIES /

ACTIVITY 1

(Any three.)
A,/

1. Meniere's disease (dizziness,

2. Heart. block.

3. Diabetes.

vertigo).

211

0
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4. Skin diseases. .

*
5: Blockage of eustachian tubes. .

6. Nose/throat problem that does not respond to treatment. .

7. PneumothoriOollapsed-lung). ,

Ar
'8. Necessity or regular medication '(anthihistamines, steroids,

.

barbiturates, mood-iltering drjps).

_ACTIVITY_ 2

(Any eight.-) 0111

1. Chest X-ray;-EKG, visual acuity and color blindness tests, hearing

_tests, hemocrit of hemoglobin count,,siocile cell index, white blood.

.Oft, and urinalysis: IF

2. Yearly.

ACTIVITY 3

Internal ear slyeeze - prevent b): equalizing ear pressure upon

descent; never diving with blocked eustashian tubes.

2. Exhaustion - know ypur physical limitations; know your4cluSpment's

limitatjons;.try nevec to panic.

3. Nitrogen narcosis - cate air-compressor away from exhaust; reduce:

portfai pressure 2. .os

4.. -:Carbon monoxide poisoning 7 use less CO in diver's_ air; use proper

machine lubricants

5. Hypeuentilation - re hyperventilation during- descent; breathe

normally . avoid deep br atHing to the point of light-headedness.

ACTIVITY 4

.(Any three.) ,

1. Colds.

2. sal /sings conditions.

4 .3. -throat:

4. r bowel or stomach .upset:

5. Any' ear problem.

6. OVerindulge;ce in alcohol.

ACTIVITY 5

1. ,
Scuba diver - carried compressed air; depth limit 130 feet.

-4
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2. Surface-supplied air - depth limit -190' unless bottom time is 30

minutes or less, in which case, 220'.

3. Mixedrgas surface-supplied oxygen.rebreathing.apparatui and oxygen.

ACTIVITY 6

(Any,fouf%')

1. Helniet.

2. Breastplate.

3. Weight belts.

4. Tough, waterproof diving. dress.

5 Life liner
6. Gloves. A

7. Knife.

8. Watch:- '

9. Helmet cushion.

Lead-wefighted shoes..

11. ,Ankle weights.

ACTIVITY 7

(Any four.)

1. Divinp-mode to be used.

2., Depth at which diver must work.

3. EquigInt needed for dive.

4. Type of work to be done.

Yt 11.

5. ,Tools to -be used.

ACTIVITY 8

cepressor.

2 11-haridling mechanism.

3. Decompressioechamber.

J.-

4. -Red Cross first aid kit for diving, usab4 under hyperbaric

conditions. .

ACTIVITY 9
.4

Every device that concerns a diver's personal safety.

2

t,

4
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